MAN # 1: You know man I am worried, my girlfriend insists we use condoms every time we have sex, but I think we should stop using them because we have been together for a long time and we now trust each other.

MAN # 2: Hey! Your girlfriend is right! My girlfriend and I still trust each, but we use condoms every time we have sex.

MAN # 1: You trust each other but you use condoms, why?

MAN # 2: It is not about how much you trust each other but it is about protecting you and your girlfriend from STDs including HIV. Be a nice couple and stay protected.

MAN # 1: Remember! STDs and HIV infection is only reduced by consistent use of condoms in casual or multiple concurrent sexual relationships. One love. Talk, respect, protect.

Closing voiceover: This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change
Ts’epo is Puleng’s boyfriend. He trusts Puleng.

Ts’epo does not know that Puleng is cheating him with Thabang.

Thabang is Mahlape’s husband. He trusts Mahlape.

Mahlape is cheating Thabang with Molemo who is HIV positive.

Did you know: the more sexual partners you have, the more you and your partner are at risk of contracting STIs and HIV and AIDS.

Think again. Break the network.

Think onelove. Talk, respect, protect.

Closing voiceover: This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change
PSA 3

Approximate Time: 35 seconds

Organisation: Phela Health and Development Communications and C-Change

Title: “Open communication”

Woman # 1: You know friend, I do not feel loved by my husband anymore, maybe he is loving another woman.

Woman # 2: I do not think so, but what I think is that you and your husband should talk.

Woman # 1: Talk? Talk about what?

Woman # 2: Talk about love, talk about sex, talk about money. Yes, I mean talk about everything and experience onelove.

Woman # 1: Remember: open communication is important in your love relationship. Onelove. Talk, repect, protect.

Closing voiceover: This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change
MAN: Now, my beautiful wives I am happy to introduce 'Mampho to you. She will be joining you as my third wife.

WOMAN # 1 & 2: You are most welcome 'Mampho. But…

MAN: But what now women?

WOMAN # 1 & # 2: You know the rule Ntate, before she becomes one of us, first she should test for HIV.

MAN: Yes that is the rule, all my wives and I have to test for HIV. Be a real man, do what I do, if you have many wives like me test for HIV together with your wives. Onelove. Talk, respect, protect.

Closing voiceover: This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change
PSA 5

**Approximate Time:** 35 seconds

**Organisation:** Phela Health and Development Communications and C-Change

**Title:** “break the network!”

**MAN:** I have two girlfriends and they are good in bed! I do not want my wife to know about them.

**WOMAN # 1:** I have a few boyfriends. I know they have other girlfriends. Even my husband has girlfriends.

**WOMAN # 2:** I have a boyfriend. I do not see more than one man at a time. Did you know: the more sexual partners you have, the more you and your partner are at risk of contracting STIs and HIV and AIDS. Think again. Break the network. Onelove. Talk, respect, protect.

**Closing voiceover:** This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change
Did you know? 1 in 5 people is infected with HIV and AIDS? That's an alarming statistics!

Did you know? 6 in 10 people get infections from multiple concurrent sexual partnerships? That's an alarming statistics!

You do not want to be part of the statistics. Think again. Onelove. Talk, respect, protect.

Closing voiceover: This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change.
PSA 7

Approximate Time: 35 seconds

Organisation: Phela Health and Development Communications and C-Change

Title: “My ministers”

GIRL # 1: I have two boyfriends. I call both of them my ministers. One is my minister of finance, every time I need money he always gives me some, another one is my minister of transport, he drives me everywhere I want to go in his fancy car.

GIRL # 2: I have one boyfriend. Even though I come from a poor family, I will not go out with many men because I want them to give me money or drive me in fancy cars. Be a smart girl like me. Be proud of who you are and what you have.

Remember being poor does not mean you have to risk with your life. Onelove. Talk, respect, protect.

Closing voiceover: This message was brought to you by Phela Health and Development Communications in partnership with C-Change